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VTX V25-II / VTX-V25-WG-UK WAVEGUIDE UPGRADE KIT


Easy to retrofit original V25 enclosures and convert to V25-II



New V25-II waveguide has the same external dimensions and mount points



Existing V25 enclosures can be retrofitted in approx 10 minutes



V25-II waveguide maintains the same outstanding horizontal coverage performance of the original V25 waveguide



Simply remove the original waveguide and replace with VTX-V25-WG-UK



Waveguide has a graphic modification to reflect the change (front of cabinet)



Add V25-II input panel label to reflect the change (rear of cabinet)

VTX V25‐II / VTX‐V25‐WG‐UK FAQ

February 2015

Why is JBL Professional launching V25‐II ?
In addition to the optional compression suspension kit for V25, further improvements motivated by
VTX V20 have been incorporated as a demonstration of JBL’s commitment to making VTX V25‐II the
industry’s flagship, large format touring system. At the same time, JBL is committed to protecting our
VTX partners’ investment while preserving the VTX System Standard by offering an upgrade path that
is both cost‐effective and easy‐to‐implement for existing V25 enclosures in the field.
What are the improvements ?
The V25‐II waveguide provides better acoustic loading conditions for the D2 driver, resulting in 10 dB
higher sensitivity above 10 kHz. This sensitivity increase means that less high frequency (HF) shelving
equalization is required in order to achieve the same acoustic output response and, as a result, there
is a significant increase in amplifier headroom. Limiter thresholds can also be adjusted so there is less
peak limiting activity and reduced distortion. All of this combines to provide higher maximum SPL and
improved system packaging density since there is a better power match when V25‐II is used with
Crown Audio IT4x3500HD four channel amplifiers.
To summarize, there are three main benefits:
 Improved long throw performance
 Improved side lobe control and reduced HF leakage under the array
 Improved Crown Audio IT4x3500HD power match
When can I order V25‐II ?
JBL Professional is committed to offering the V25‐II upgrade path in a responsible manner while driv‐
ing towards 100% adoption for all VTX V25 rental/touring inventory with 1 year in order to maintain
the VTX System Standard.
The original VTX V25 will be replaced by V25‐II effective immediately. February through April 2014,
the focus will be on waveguide upgrades for current VTX V25 owners in order to allow them time to
get ready for the spring/summer touring season. This period will also provide necessary time for field
testing, preset refinement and JBL HiQnet Performance ManagerTM integration.
Two new V25‐II SKUs will be publicly launched at Frankfurt Prolight + Sound:
 V25‐II features the original V25 angle stop mechanism and fixed suspension system and is suit‐
able for use with VTX‐V25‐ACC accessory cover caster‐boards
 V25‐II‐CS includes the optional V25‐CS‐K compression suspension kit pre‐installed at the factory
and is intended for use with VTX‐V25‐VTC Vertical Transporters and accessories.
Both SKUs will be available to ship throughout Feb‐Apr however priority will be given to existing VTX
V25 owner upgrades. JBL Professional is planning a surge build on waveguides to meet demand and
we need your help to manage scheduling and logistics. Please contact your local sales rep, distributor
or Harman Regional Sales Office to place your VTX‐V25‐WG‐UK order and coordinate allocation.
What about preset support for V25‐II ?
The official V25‐II preset release will coincide with the V25‐II public launch in April, however preset
and Performance Manager support will be provided for early V25‐II adopters throughout Feb‐April.
Please contact the tour sound team at JBL Professional for preset support.
What do I do with my original V25 waveguides after I replace them ?
After replacement, VTX‐V25‐WG‐UK packaging should be used to ship original V25 waveguides back
to JBL Professional, Northridge (USA customers only) or your local Harman distributor (international
customers). For US customers, JBL Professional will issue a Return Authorization number.

